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Halo Shoes 

"Heavenly Soles"

Halo Shoes specializes in fashionable comfort. Fine American and Italian

footwear for men and women can be found at this cozy boutique. The list

seems endless when you ask what brands the store carries; Sidewalk and

Momo are just a couple. The velvet sofa you will use to try on shoes takes

up almost half the store, but the selection is far larger than you would

guess by the tiny space. You will not be short-changed on quality or

service.

 +1 503 331 0366  haloshoes.com/  store@haloshoes.com  938 Northwest Everett

Street, Portland OR

 by mikefats   

pedX 

"Local Shoes & Original Styles"

pedX is a locally-popular shoe shop that has managed to create a place in

the hearts of the North Portland folks. Women can try the Tsubo ballet

flats for a bright summer day or Clarks for a semi-formal event. A range of

pumps, heels and wedges also appears. The shoes are designed keeping

in mind contemporary tastes with a mix of classic undertones which

creates originally innovative footwear collections, coupled with comfort

for your feet.

 +1 503 546 0910  www.pedxshoes.com/  3806 North Mississippi Avenue,

Portland OR

 by michaelvito   

Imelda's 

"Unique Styles, Great Prices"

Imelda's is reputed for their incredible selection of designer shoes. The

idea is to offer lines with names like Franco Sarto or David Aaron at much

better than average prices. You will find all the latest here, with an

emphasis on enduring style and quality. The storefront is just around the

corner from the heart of the Hawthorne shopping district. Jewelry,

accessories and hosiery are found here as well.

 +1 503 233 7476  www.imeldasandlouies.com/  3426 Southeast Hawthorne Boulevard,

Portland OR
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